Rubrik and Microsoft
Rubrik Zero Trust Data Security for Microsoft

DATA SECURITY BUILT FOR MICROSOFT

Available on the Azure marketplace
Hundreds of PBs under management on Azure
Award-winning Microsoft ISV partnership
Joint Customer Support

Rubrik Zero Trust Data Security with Microsoft delivers cyber resilience for all enterprise data estates spanning data centers, Edge, Azure and Microsoft 365. Rubrik provides data protection, ensures rapid recovery from ransomware, and enables automation of data operations and transition of data to Azure. Instantly power on your enterprise applications on SQL, SAP, Oracle, VMware, Hyper-V, and enterprise file shares, or provision clones from any point-in-time for test/dev in minutes to accelerate your digital transformation with Azure. Rubrik is available on the Azure marketplace to streamline procurement and facilitate your data security with Microsoft.

KEY BENEFITS

ZERO TRUST DATA SECURITY
Data is always available with Zero Trust Architecture, immutable and logically air gapped to provide business resilience

RANSOMWARE REMEDIATION
Recover from Ransomware attacks with assessment of impact and attack blast radius, sensitive data discovery, and automated recovery playbook

RESUME BUSINESS QUICKLY
Instantiate your enterprise applications when disaster strikes for fast and cost-effective application recovery, including into Azure VM’s

INSTANT SQL RECOVERY
Achieve business resilience and near-zero RTOs mounting SQL directly to Rubrik

BUILT FOR THE API ECONOMY
Automate data operations across data center, Edge and Azure apps with a rich suite of API services

MICROSOFT 365 RAPID RECOVERY
Ensure your critical M365 data is secure from ransomware or accidental deletion, discoverable, and always accessible

AZURE SOLUTIONS
Replicate your on-prem apps and data to Azure. Quickly spin up apps in Azure for cost effective application recovery or test/dev. Modernize backup and recovery with cloud-native protection and automated lifecycle management for Azure VMs, Azure NetApp Files (ANF), and Microsoft 365 applications.

Cloud Archival
Cloud Restores
Multi-Cloud Replication
Cloud-Native Protection
Rubrik, the Zero Trust Data Security™ Company, delivers data security and operational resilience for enterprises. Rubrik’s big idea is to provide data security and data protection on a single platform, including: Zero Trust Data Protection, ransomware investigation, incident containment, sensitive data discovery, and orchestrated application recovery. This means data is ready at all times so you can recover the data you need, and avoid paying a ransom. Because when you secure your data, you secure your applications, and you secure your business.

For more information please visit www.rubrik.com and follow @rubrikInc on Twitter and Rubrik, Inc. on LinkedIn.
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